**Negative Input Hybrid Pre-Amplifier**

- **C1, C2, C3** (label A5 in circuit diagram) solder on IC pins no label is provided on PCB.
- For +ve input R3 should be 50 Ohm for -ve input R3 should be open.
- Keep R1 open, label on PCB.
- Keep C9 open, label on PCB.
- R2 short on PCB.
- C9 is place next to C5, no label is provided on PCB.
- C2 is place next to C6, no label is provided on PCB.
- Keep R10 open, label on PCB.
- Keep C8 open, label on PCB.
- Short R5 on PCB.
- C7 is place next to C6, no label is provided on PCB.
- Keep R12 open, label on PCB.
- Short R2 on PCB.
- C5 is place next to C6, no label is provided on PCB.
- JMP1=1-2 for -ve input, 2-3 for +ve input.